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Navigating Stress

The word stress, as it relates to the human experience, was coined in 1936 by Hans Seyle, a Hungarian med-
ical doctor and researcher. After attending school at a Benedictine monastery, at age seventeen, Hans entered 
medical school in Prague, Czech Republic, where he graduated first in his class. Later, he earned a doctorate in 
organic chemistry.

Dr. Seyle observed that patients suffering from a wide range of diseases often exhibited similar signs and symp-
toms. He would say that they just “looked sick.” He called their disorder General Adaptation Syndrome (GAS), 
a way the body responds to the demands and challenges placed upon it. These demands induced hormonal auto-
nomic responses that often lead to ulcers, high blood pressure, arthritis, kidney disease, and allergic reactions.

Though Dr. Seyle was familiar with eight languages, he chose the English word stress to characterize this recur-
ring response to the challenges and pressures of daily life. Before that, stress had been primarily an engineering 
term that stood for STRuctural Engineering System Solvers. It was used to refer to the load-bearing capacity 
of a structure such as a bridge or a building. Structural engineers had to understand, for example, the volume 
of water that could flow beneath a bridge without weakening the structure or the wind speeds the bridge could 
sustain and still maintain its integrity over time and against the forces of nature.

Using this engineering term as a metaphor, Seyle began to speculate about the load-bearing capacity of a human 
being. He was curious as to why some of his patients looked sick, but seemed to have no apparent underlying 
biological basis for their malady. Dr. Seyle began to speculate that psychological forces must be at work with 
the capacity to produce a disabling impact in the lives of some people, whereas other people experiencing the 
same life experiences adapted and navigated through those circumstances without apparent harm or a disabling 
reaction.

Over time, the nontechnical term burnout came to represent the phenomenon first recognized by Dr. Seyle. 
When a person felt over-whelmed by life circumstances, he or she would say, “I feel as if I’m experiencing 
burnout.” In the 1960s in the United States, those involved in the drug culture referred to certain overuse of 
drug experiences as burnouts. Today, the term is informally used in reference to a person who has reached the 
point of his or her exhaustion stemming from sustained exposure to stressors.

Awareness: The First Step in Recovery

In order to recover from the disabling effects of stress and burnout, we must first accurately assess the nature 
and forces that deplete or tear down our ability to navigate through and survive those forces without sustaining a 
disabling psychological injury. Accurate diagnosis always precedes a clear treatment or recovery plan.

But first, let’s take a deeper look at stress and consider the various ways it manifests itself in our lives. It will be 
helpful to think about the four different types of stress we encounter in everyday life:

1. Potent stress
2. Persistent stress
3. Perceptual stress
4. Pervasive stress

Potent Stress

A serious car accident is a good way to conceptualize this form of stress. It happens abruptly and unexpectedly, 
often with devastating and life-altering consequences. This type of stress may manifest itself following a serious 



medical diagnosis, a major financial setback, the unexpected death of a loved one, losing your job, your child 
being arrested, or upon learning that your spouse has been unfaithful. The list could go on.

The predominant characteristic of potent stress is its sudden and unexpected onset, blasting its way into the 
routine of your life. It dis-rupts all your normal routines, and you feel as if life has suddenly spun out of control. 
This stress experience has the capacity to alter how you view everything in life. The landscape of the future 
you once imagined for yourself now looks likes the surface of the moon. The life you once felt you owned now 
seems lost forever.

Even though potent stress can be deeply painful and life changing, it is often the simplest type to navigate for 
one simple reason: other people in your circle of family and friends tend to recognize and under-stand what you 
are going through. We need to process potent stress by communication—literally talking it out. The empathy, 
encouragement, support, and prayers from those in our circle of relationships help us carry and slowly recover 
from what at the time seems to be an unbearable and nonsurvivable catastrophe.

Persistent Stress

This form of stress differs from potent stress in a major way. It is like a dripping faucet. Over time dripping wa-
ter has the power to wear a hole through a block of granite. It isn’t the force or strength of the water that brings 
damage, but the persistent, constant dripping. It can slowly wear a hole in your soul.

This type of stress is the most damaging of all the stresses because it’s not obvious or alarming. You may tend 
to think of it only as an annoying distraction. It doesn’t register as a real threat because your mind adapts to and 
ignores or represses its ever-present drip, drip, dripping force. The subtle and often silent force keeps pounding 
away until real and serious damage occurs. It slowly pierces and drains your resilience reservoir until you crum-
ble and break apart under the relentless pounding.

An unaffordable monthly mortgage debt, a chronic pain, an unpleas-ant relationship from which you cannot 
escape, helping your child day by day overcome a learning disability, providing chronic care to a sick or elderly 
loved one, dealing with a perfectionist who hour by hour points out every mistake and flaw in your behavior—
these are examples of persistent stress that sooner or later may break you.

Persistent stress takes a toll on your physical health by weakening the body’s immune system. It depletes your 
brain’s pain and anxiety-management systems. It affects the hormones in your body that are responsible to sup-
port resilience and mood stability.

Persistent stress is like bleeding to death from a thousand paper cuts. In any stress-management program de-
signed to prevent burnout, it’s critical that we understand the power of this force, identify all its sources, and 
develop a protection plan that helps us maintain the resilience and vitality that are critical to healthy living.

Perceptual Stress

A third form of stress is perceptual stress. This type of stress is activated based on how we have learned to per-
ceive things in our external envi-ronment. It is the antithesis of optimism and positive imagination; it is negative 
imagination and a pessimistic orientation where we constantly perceive external factors to be worse than they 
really are. This form of stress is highly correlated with our larger world and life view.

What you think about your life situations can actually be more potent than the actual circumstance you are en-
countering. Your life script or perceptual filters often determine your level of stress. Situations that some people 
may experience as stressful, others might label as challenging, interesting, or even stimulating.



Perception stress results from believing that your imagined or factually distorted reality is real, when the actual 
facts of your reality are much more benign and much less threatening than you believe them to be. Traveling by 
air is a good example. Most flyers know that flying is one of the safest forms of travel, and they relax from take-
off to landing. A few of the passengers on each flight are anxious and stressed hours before they board, taking 
hours to decompress from their stress after they land and disembark. The risk factor for both types of flyers is 
identical; it’s the perception of the risk that varies.

The spiritual implications underlying this form of stress are profound. In Hebrews 11:6, we read: “without faith 
it is impossible to please God.” We mature spiritually only as we learn to surrender and trust God to provide for 
and protect us in every dimension of our lives. One of the most important ways a person grows spiritually is by 
allowing the Spirit of God to drive the darkness of unbelief (faithlessness) out of every nook and cranny of our 
hearts. It’s by learning to live and walk by faith in a God who has control over every circumstance of our lives 
that we thrive and flourish.

Perceptual stress is based upon our expectation concerning life as it should be. We expect certain responses 
from others or anticipate a particular outcome to events. When our life as it should be is dashed against the 
rocks of life, we experience disappointment or stress.

We often compare our inner-world experience with the image-managed world of others. On a practical level, 
the comparison is almost always self-defeating. Comparison is crippling in that we generally compare our life 
circumstances to someone whom we perceive as being better off. But therapists have the advantage of daily 
reminders that we would not want to trade places with most people who appear to be better off.

The famous NCAA basketball coach John Wooden said this about perceptual stress: 

The only pressure that amounts to a hill of beans is the pressure you put on yourself. If you’re trying to live up 
to expectations put on you by the media, parents, fans, your employer, or whatever else there may be, it’s going 
to affect you adversely because it brings on worry and anxiety. I think that is the tendency of people who choke 
under pressure. They’re thinking about living up to the expectations of every-body else instead of just doing 
their job the best they can.

Perceptual stress is definitely manageable when we can identify whether our expectations are both reasonable 
and realistic. However, expectations can have roots in our private and subliminal vows that are buried deep 
beneath our conscious awareness. They can be intertwined with our deepest motives and intent and rooted in 
our perception of what others perceive about us. In reality, most people are not thinking about us at all. They’re 
much more concerned about their own situations.

The challenge in managing perceptual stress is that the organic human brain does not know the difference 
between a nonfactual vividly imagined reality and an actual or fact-based reality. Our brain reacts as if both are 
legitimately real. A good coach or counselor can help a person learn to know the difference and slowly reorient 
a person to manage his or her reality assessment processes and minimize and manage illegitimate perception 
reality.

Pervasive Stress

Pervasive stress is a combination of two or even all three stress types working together in your life at the same 
time. In a perfect storm scenario like this, you will feel so overwhelmed that you’ll need to engage others to 
help you take defensive or protective action to navigate through the tornado, rising floodwaters, and hailstorm 
all pounding away at you in the same season.



Four Ways Stress Expresses Itself

Stress, when not managed constructively, will usually manifest itself in common, observable patterns. When 
you observe any of these behaviors reaching a boil point in your own life or the life of others, a stress warning 
alarm should sound. Take action to help yourself or others find positive and constructive steps to remove your-
self from the forces of stress attacking you.

Here are the four common ways that stress seeks to express or man-ifest itself. Consider these as clues of the 
destructive force of stress and replace them with healthier and constructive coping strategies. These four com-
mon expressions of stress are:

• Exploding: Sudden, emotional explosions
• Somatization: Manifesting as physical symptoms and health issues
• Underhanded: Corrosive, sarcastic, negative thinking and expressions
• Whipping Post: Self-criticism and self-punishment

Exploding

Here, stress manifests in outbursts of anger, frustration, hurt, fear, or other strong emotional reactions. The 
damage to those who serve in vocations of people helping can be permanent.

Vocational people helpers must deal with unrealistic, unreasonable expectations placed upon them by those they 
serve. This is especially true for those who serve in ministry. They are expected to receive unkind comments 
from people whose hostility is disguised as concern, without becoming defensive or discouraged. They are ex-
pected never to struggle with resentment or envy. They are to be a model spouse and parent. They are expected 
never to withdraw, disengage, or seek to control situations in a moment of self-preservation. They are expected 
to enthusiastically execute an unrealistic job description that would be overwhelming to anyone this side of 
heaven.

Exploding is outward and aggressive. It is likely intimidating to others. Often the frustration may be vented on 
someone innocent and unsuspecting like a spouse or child.

This manifestation of stress comes in various forms. You may be in a chronic state of frustration and have small 
explosions several times a week when your expectations are not met. For you, exploding may function like the 
vents of a volcano that let off pressure to prevent an extremely damaging explosion. You may let the stress build 
until it explodes like a volcano from the summit—you blow your stack! As a counselor, I have encountered peo-
ple who were quiet, calm, and easygoing, but who ended up in jail the very first time they exploded outwardly. 
The pressure built up over the years and the explosion resulted in physical damage, even murder.

Exploding is viewed as unacceptable in most people-helping voca-tions, especially for ministry professionals. 
If you find yourself in a state where you fear it could happen to you, get counseling or coaching help now! 
Don’t let the accumulated effects of stress destroy your life’s work.

Somatization

The second way that stress seeks its own expression is called somatiza-tion, which means “to body-ize.” In 
other words, to somaticize is to express psychological conflict through somatic (body) symptoms. People who 
somaticize often have body aches and pains for which doctors cannot find a clear medical basis. These individu-
als may be some of the nicest people we will ever encounter, because they almost never show their stress out-



wardly. Over time, however, they may simply fall apart under the stress.

A somatic expression of stress is inward and passive. It is most dam-aging to the individual who is experiencing 
the symptoms. There are a wide range of somatizations such as headaches, back pain, intestinal disturbances, 
upset stomachs, insomnia, depression, anxiety, frequent crying spells, and the list goes on.

It may be helpful to consider the mind-body connection as it relates to stress. Stress always affects your body, 
even if somaticizing is not the primary manifestation of your stress. Your body cannot distinguish the difference 
between external stressors and those that are from within. Your physical body responds to both in the same way. 
A perceived offensive word from a work associate may evoke the same reaction as experiencing a potential 
accident in your automobile.

When you encounter a potential threat (real or perceived), your brain sends messages along two separate path-
ways. The first message goes to the pituitary gland, which releases a substance called adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH). This hormone stimulates the adrenal glands. The second message is through the brain stem 
and the spinal cord sending nerve impulses throughout the body. These messages stimulate the two major parts 
of the adrenal glands, the cortex and the core.

The cortex releases various stress hormones; among them are cortisol and cortisone. Under normal conditions, 
both hormones serve to fight pain and inflammation. But at higher levels sustained over time, it can have poten-
tially disastrous consequences on your health.

The core releases adrenaline and noradrenaline into your bloodstream—stimulating the heart, raising your 
blood pressure, and preparing your body for the fight or flight emergency response.

Understanding the effect of the fight or flight response on your health is extremely important. Elevated adren-
aline flowing through your bloodstream produces a number of potentially serious consequences. Just of few of 
these outcomes include the following:

• Increased production of cholesterol
• Decrease in the body’s ability to remove unhealthy cholesterol
• Narrowing of the capillaries and blood vessels reducing the supply of blood to the heart muscle
• Increase in the deposits of plaque on the walls of the arteries

In summary, ongoing stress clogs a person’s arteries and contributes to other potentially dangerous conditions.

Unfortunately, somatization is frequently an acceptable—and even laudable—expression of stress in many cir-
cles of vocational people helpers. It is a sign of being deeply sacrificial on behalf of others. This stress expres-
sion may even bring much-needed empathy from others. But this attention is only a secondary gain. Meanwhile, 
your own body is in the process of slowly imploding. The cost of somatization can be emotionally, relationally, 
and even financially devastating, as it results in ever-increasing medical bills.

Underhanded

This expression of stress manifests itself through behaviors involving negative attitudes, sarcasm, pessimism, 
cynical judging and gossiping, skepticism, a bias to mistrust, and bad-mouthing others behind their backs.

In psychological terms, this manifestation presents itself typically as inward and passive-aggressive behavior, 
although there can be frequent outward and passive-aggressive manifestations. For those in people-helping and 
ministry professions, this form of behavior is gen-erally deemed vocationally unacceptable, which forces the 



person to take it underground. In other words, this behavior is often manifested through pretense or mask-wear-
ing, as the person keeps his or her true negative feelings about people and circumstances hidden.

Underhandedness can involve an outward niceness, while inwardly the person is expending a significant 
amount of emotional energy depreciating the perceived or real enemy. This form of underhanded-ness is inward 
and passive-aggressive. It is like drinking poison and expecting the other person to die.

Another form of underhandedness is outward and passive-aggressive. Being on the receiving end of it is like 
walking through a field of flowers along a babbling brook, birds singing with beautiful mountains as a backdrop, 
only to have your leg blown off by an unexpected landmine.

Living with this form of incongruence over time robs a person of vitality, and usually has the effect of pushing 
people away, far enough away that they feel safe and not vulnerable to being influenced or cor-rupted by the 
person’s pretense and false humility. Under this stress response pattern, a person may not even be aware that 
people who once were close are now engaging at a much safer distance.

Whipping Post

This expression of stress manifests itself when people take themselves to the woodshed for a self-inflicted whip-
ping when they come to believe that they have failed or haven’t measured up in some significant way. A helpful 
example is an athlete who pushes himself to the point of a debili-tating physical injury in practice as a response 
to a poor performance in competition. This form of stress is inwardand aggressive, mostly damaging the indi-
vidual; seldom is it projected outward against others.

This expression of stress is often related to performance anxiety or expectations where people experience stress 
because they believe that they are not measuring up. A helpful self-reflection question is to ask yourself, “Would 
you treat others the way that you are treating yourself?” The answer is most likely an emphatic no! 

Regular Stress Inventory

A wise leader will pause on a regular basis to conduct a personal stress audit or inventory. This assessment can 
be done by thinking through the forms of stress described above and asking yourself whether you can observe 
symptoms related to the various forms of stress. Ask yourself:

• Am I suffering from potent stress?
• Am I suffering from persistent stress?
• Am I suffering from perceptual stress?
• Am I suffering from two or more of these stress forces at the same time?

If you know or suspect that stress at work is affecting your behavior or performance, the next step is to identify 
the unhealthy ways you are expressing stress toward others. Ask yourself:

• Do I tend to explode and shower hot words down upon others?
• Do I sense that my physical health is being impacted by stressful forces in my life?
• Am I frequently negative, critical, sarcastic, or judgmental toward people in my life?
• Am I anxious when I don’t perform at the level I think I should? Do I tend to inflict punishment on my-

self to relieve my under-performance anxiety?

Once you have a better understanding of the stress forces at work in your life and a sense of the ways in which 
that stress expresses itself, here are some suggestions on how to deal with potent and perceptual stress. We will 



deal with persistent stress later in this book, because it is the most complicated form of the three types of stress. 

Remembering Not All Stress is Bad!

First, it’s important to realize that not all stress is bad. Eustress (eu in Latin meaning “good”) is the type of 
stress that an athlete might experience when getting psyched up before a big game. Eustress is what a public 
speaker or musician feels just before going on stage. This form of stress helps put the performer in an optimal 
state of pre-paredness. It involves concentration, focusing your strength, flowing your creativity, and staging 
yourself for maximum productivity. When danger is present, eustress is involved supporting rescue or allowing 
escape to occur.

Good stress is like the tension in a bowstring. Stressing the bowstring allows the arrow to fly with force to its 
intended mark. It’s the flexing of muscles to make a heavy lift. This form of stress positions you for success, 
producing desired results or outcomes.

Good stress is a fruitful friction. It allows you to produce the results that you are aiming toward. Eustress is typi-
cally productive when man-ifested for short or controlled periods of time. Sustained or persistent stress does not 
allow for recovery. It’s like over-flexing a muscle to the point where tear and debilitating injury occur. Damage 
only occurs when the brain and the body are not allowed to return to a state of rest and recovery in preparation 
for the next round of good stress.

Navigating Potent Stress

The best way to deal with potent stress is to get it out. Talking with others about your pain, journaling about 
your pain, or offering prayer to God about your pain helps release the pressure. As mentioned above, the people 
in your life generally know that you’re in the middle of a potent or extreme stress experience. Let these caring 
people help you, walk with you, cry with you. The sense of not being alone, with others wanting to help shoul-
der the stress, helps you survive the potent stress experience.

As someone in a vocational people-helping profession, you may excel at helping others but may not know how 
to receive help as you experience potent or other forms of stress in your own life. Your “help receiver” may be 
broken or still in the box, unwrapped and not ready for use.

In bed dying from cancer, a very sacrificial and mature child therapist friend shared these words with me in the 
final week of her life:

Denny, there is a hardness of heart that eludes our awareness. We think of a hard-hearted person as one 
who is unwilling to give. But there is also a hardness of heart that makes us unwilling to receive. I wish I 
had discovered earlier in life how to receive from others more graciously. It was in working with children 
that I discovered how to graciously receive.

Have you learned to be a gracious receiver? Is your receiver broken or still packed away? It requires humility 
to receive from others when it is your primary job in life to give to others. We actually bless others as we learn 
to cultivate the capacity to receive graciously. To disallow receiving robs others of the blessing of giving to us, 
especially during our potent stress experiences in life.

Though it requires discretion, as a stress-management technique, share your concerns and hurts with others who 
can receive and hold what you share in faithful confidence. As a professional people helper, your work requires 
you to express supportive care constantly. You must have relationships in your life where you can receive and 
be strengthened by the care offered by others. Absent such relationships, you may have no protective relation-



ships to help you cope with the stress that enters your life.

In his book The Four Loves, C. S. Lewis offers this warning:

To love at all is to be vulnerable. Love anything, and your heart will be wrung and possibly broken. If you 
want to make sure of keeping it intact, you must give it to no one, not even an animal. Wrap it carefully 
round with hobbies and little luxuries; avoid all entanglements. Lock it up safe in the casket or coffin of 
your selfishness. But in that casket—safe, dark, motionless, airless—it will change. It will not be broken; it 
will become unbreakable, impenetrable and irredeemable.

For those of us in the people-helping professions, we must not let our professions become our coffins. We run 
the risk of insulating ourselves from real relationships that support our vitality and help us be resilient through 
the stresses of life and our vocations. One-way exchanges where we only give are not really relationships. To 
effectively help us cope with stress, we must have real, trustworthy relationships where we receive as well as 
give. We must have relationships that allow us to remove our masks and be honest, more honest, and then com-
pletely honest and transparent. It’s only there that we can experience genuine love.

Show me a vocational people helper who has no one with whom to be open and honest, and I will show you an 
unhealthy individual. 

Responding to the Challenges of Perceptual Stress

Keep in mind that perceptual stress is based on your perception of reality, and it may or may not represent the 
actual (fact-based) reality of the situation generating stress. Your organic brain is not able to distinguish be-
tween something vividly imagined and actual facts gathered through your senses. The brain causes the body 
and emotions to react to stress whether the stress-producing facts are real or only vividly imagined.

It is quite often the case that disappointment and stress are directly related to our expectations of our life sit-
uations. We cannot be disap-pointed without a preconceived expectation of how life should be. We cannot 
navigate through life without expectations. Those expectations, embedded in the backdrop of reality, can cause 
significant stress. This leads us to five helpful strategies to manage perceptual stress.

1. Intentionally change your perspective or vantage point.

The first step is to ask and answer two questions: Is my current expectation surrounding the source of my stress 
situation reasonable? Is my expectation realistic?

For example, if the source of stress is a boss or a spouse, you can ask yourself: Does this person realistically 
have the capacity to meet my expectation such that my stress would recede or disappear if he or she conformed 
to my expectation? Is my expectation toward this person reasonable and realistic? If it does not pass the litmus 
test of both reasonable and realistic, then it is beneficial to consider other options.

Expecting people to behave toward you in a manner of which they are incapable is bound to bind you perpet-
ually in a stress prison that will damage and harm you. So, move to a more realistic and reasonable vantage 
point regarding your expectations of others. You really have only these options:

• Cling to your unrealistic and unreasonable expectations and continue to be frustrated, disappointed, and 
living with chronic stress.

• Clarify your expectations.
• Modify your expectations to make them reasonable and realistic.



• Abandon your expectations altogether by giving them up or giving them over to God.

Being intentional about the option you choose can actually give you freedom from the negative impact of per-
ceptual stress.

2. Consider how a wise person would view your situation.

The second strategy is to think of the wisest person you know and reflect on how he or she might evaluate your 
current stress-producing situation. How would they manage their emotional state? How would they maintain 
objectivity? How would they respond differently to achieve balance and perspective?

This type of analysis has the same effect as strategy number one. It helps you change your vantage point, to see 
things more objectively, and results in having stress dissipated or drained away. A change of attitude or perspec-
tive generally produces a change in our feelings—the prerequisite for finding freedom and deliverance from the 
stress.

3. Get an eye examination.

Think of this strategy like you would going to the optometrist and doing the A/B lens test: “Can you see bet-
ter with this lens or this one— which is clearer?” Now, in your mind’s eye, the question becomes: Which lens 
makes this situation look darker? Which lens makes this situation look brighter, clearer, and more hopeful?

People with declining vision, who see only negative circumstances and dire outcomes, view life through dark 
and cloudy lenses. By helping the mind’s eye view the situation through brighter and clearer lenses, overall 
vision and clarity about life situations improve. The emotional muscles of the mind’s eye can relax and enjoy 
the view.

There is a coaching exercise referred to as the LENS exercise. In this exercise, clients try on different lenses, 
but over their mind’s eye. The dark lens looks at a circumstance from the worst possible outcome. The bright 
lens illuminates the best possible outcome, the opportunity disguised beneath the surface of the issue.

In this exercise, the inverted lens looks at life from the vantage point of another person, possibly the person that 
is a challenge for us. The fundamental questions that must be answered are:

• How might the other person see these same circumstances differently?
• In what way does the situation make sense from that person’s perspective?

Maybe the perspective of the other person does not make sense to you. However, if you cannot come up with 
an answer that makes sense from the vantage point of the other person, you have not made a genuine attempt to 
truly understand that person. This inverted lens exercise is an attempt to discover a practical way of seeking first 
to understand before being understood. Doing so is essential in solving a challenge or disagreement.

4. Choose to change your attitude.

Every pilot knows that your attitude determines your altitude. Attitude represents an aircraft’s axes relative to 
the line of the plane or the plane’s horizon. A negative attitude causes the plane to lose altitude and eventually 
return to earth, either with a planned and controlled landing, or not. A positive attitude causes the plane to climb 
to higher altitudes eventually reaching a stall point. Every type of aircraft has a safe cruising altitude, where the 
plane levels off and makes its way safely to the intended destination. Just as a pilot has control over increasing 
or decreasing attitude, we too have a similar ability.



Negative attitudes affect a person’s neurological and chemical biology. Practically speaking, negativity produc-
es a force field around the person that repels other people. Interacting with such people is like wading through a 
toxic chemical spill.

As a stress-management technique, evaluate the role your attitude plays in directly or indirectly affecting the 
relational dynamics that creates the stress load you are experiencing. Negativity begets negativity, and your 
attitude may be part of the problem in the relationship that is troubling you.

Negativity can devolve into self-pity and in turn can lead to depression. Likewise, an unrealistically positive 
attitude can damage relationships as well, causing people to question your view of reality and thereby your 
credibility. People tend to avoid people who seem Pollyanna-ish or out of touch with reality. That’s why it’s 
important to keep your plane level with the horizon.

A chronic negative attitude will eventually lead to disastrous con-sequences. Physically, a negative attitude 
alters the production and release of brain hormones essential for good emotional health such as serotonin, dopa-
mine, and others.

Spiritually, the negative person eventually doubts God. To focus mostly on the negative, results in self-pity. In 
his award-winning book, How to Win Over Depression, Dr. Tim LaHaye says, “Nothing produces depression 
faster or more deeply than self-pity.”

The easiest thing to change about a bad situation is your bad attitude. Nothing good can come of a bad attitude. 
The fundamental way to change your bad attitude is by making the choice to do so. It begins with being inten-
tional.

To help address your own attitudinal struggles, avoid or regulate your relationships with people who are chron-
ically negative. Carefully consider whether you’re one of those people who others are avoiding due to your 
negative attitude. As your attitude improves, people will move into relational proximity where positive and 
uplifting relationships can develop. Such relationships are therapeutic and healing, relieving hidden or out-in-
the-open sources of relational stress. Such relationships also enhance your ability to be resilient and recover 
quickly from painful bumps and bruises.

I would be remiss if I failed to address the biochemical component of attitude. Like many clinicians, I believe 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to simply “snap out” of endogenous, biochemically-based depressions. Howev-
er, changing your attitude by an act of the will is different from changing your emotional state by an act of the 
will. Quite often, when you change your attitude, the emotions follow in time. If you wait for your feelings to 
change, you may be waiting for a very long time.

We’ve often heard that attitude is everything, and it’s true. A positive attitude can and will make all the differ-
ence in your outlook and how your life unfolds. There are many ways a positive viewpoint can enhance your 
life. Here are just a few:

• You will attract people who are more positive into your life, and it will make it easier for those who are 
entrenched in negativity to distance themselves from you. Overall, a positive attitude results in more 
emotional, relational, and mental vitality—and maybe even more physical energy and health.

• You will handle setbacks more effectively. A good attitude increases your capacity to see options. When 
circumstances do not go according to your expectations, you won’t be nearly as devastated because you 
know that “This too shall pass.”

• Fundamentally, choosing a good attitude is more fun. People who struggle with a chronic negative atti-



tude are not fun to be around, and they just don’t have fun themselves. 

5. Change your behavior.

Some chronic behaviors and actions are the source of stress. Similar to evaluating the role your own attitudes 
play in your relational stress dramas, you must also evaluate whether you radiate perturbing behaviors that repel 
people and disrupt your ability to maintain healthy relationships.

If your behavior is off-putting to begin with, trying harder is not always the answer. Sometimes, we can only 
impact change by trying differently. Henry Ford is credited with saying that, “If you always do what you’ve al-
ways done, you’ll always get what you’ve always got.” A behavioral change must occur. The title of executive 
coach Marshall Goldsmith’s book says it this way: What Got You Here Won’t Get You There!

Among the many brilliant quotes by the leadership guru, Peter Drucker, the wisest may be, “We spend a lot of 
time teaching leaders what to do. We don’t spend enough time teaching leaders what to stop. Half the leaders I 
have met don’t need to learn what to do. They need to learn what to stop.”

Most people have good intentions but forcing a change of off-putting behavior is tantamount to changing a 
habit—and we all know how difficult that is. We’re quick to judge others by their actions, but we tend to judge 
ourselves by our good intentions (whether they ever come to fruition or not). In our mind’s eye, we give our-
selves credit where credit is not due.

Here’s a helpful checklist of behaviors that could be undermining your relationships:

• Refusing to say, “I’m sorry” and asking to be forgiven
• Insisting on your way at all times
• Having to win at all times
• Speaking out of anger
• Trying to convince others you’re more competent and always correct
• Failing to listen and just waiting a turn to speak failure to express gratitude or say, “Thanks!” 
• Passing the blame
• Refusing to give credit or acknowledge the contribution of others
• Making excuses
• Negativity and sarcasm
• Speaking ill of others when they aren’t present
• Incongruence (saying one thing and doing another)
• Failure to keep promises
• Staying stuck in the past, or refusing to let things go (forgive and forget)
• Dismissing or downplaying the feelings of others

Behavioral blind spots have been the undoing of many otherwise talented people. We all have blind spots—we 
really don’t know or even suspect that they exist in our behaviors.

It is possible to take corrective action and change your behaviors and recurring actions. You can start the change 
process by identifying your off-putting behaviors and the new behaviors you want to display. Scripture admon-
ishes us to put off certain things and, in their place, put on better things. Here are some illustrations, but be sure 
to make your own list.



Put Off Put On
• Lack of gratitude • Learn to say, “Thank you”
• Injurious conduct • Apologize and ask for forgiveness
• Failing to listen • Reflect back what you heard

before speaking

If you’re really serious about making life changes that will improve your relationships and drain unwanted 
stress from your life, boldly ask your friends and colleagues, “If you could change something about the way I 
behave to help me be a better person, what would you change?” Then be still and seriously listen to what they 
have to say. You don’t get to control someone else’s opinion of you; you can only influence that opinion for 
better or worse.

Finally, ask yourself these two questions:

• What is the one thing I can start doing that if I did it faithfully and consistently would make all the dif-
ference in my personal or professional life?

• What is the one thing I can stop doing by intentional, faithful, and consistent effort that would make all 
the difference in my personal or professional life?

Denny Howard is the Director of Coaching & Counseling for Full Strength Network. He served as director 
of the Vitality Care Institute since 2001 providing a wide range of proactive and restorative coaching/coun-
seling services for those who serve in people-influencing vocations, such as non-profit and ministry leaders
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